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1 MANUAL INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Manual Objectives 
 

The purpose of this manual is to provide you with the information to apply the HDR 
AST-3201 HMI to the MP3 CONTROLLER.  
 
This manual is only an introduction to using the HDR AST-3201 HMI. Refer to the 
MP3 Controller manual for full details of the controller and communication variables. 
 
We invite you to provide feedback on the HMI features you find most useful, and 
ideas of features you would like to see supported more. 

 
 

1.2 Who Should Use This Manual 
 

This manual is intended for qualified personnel responsible for setting up and 
servicing the MP3 Controller with an HMI panel. You must have previous experience 
with and a basic understanding of SCR power controllers, communications 
technology, configuration procedures, and required equipment and safety precautions. 
 
In the most minimal application, the MP3 CONTROLLER may be operated with all 
parameters preconfigured and without any digital communication. To make efficient 
use of all features of the MP3 CONTROLLER, you must be able to program and 
operate serial communication devices as well as have a basic understanding of its 
parameter settings and functions. 
 
The HMI may be used to modify any configuration variable stored in the MP3 
Controller.  
 
Additionally, the HMI is designed to replace the traditional meters and manual 
controls typically found in SCR Controller applications. The HMI provides more 
metering and status information than would ever be practical in traditionally built 
applications. 

 
 

1.3 Vocabulary 
 

In this manual, we refer to the: “MP3 Controller” as it applies to the combination of 
the MP3 SCR DeviceNet Head option combined with the additional components 
needed to form a complete SCR controller.  

 
 

1.4 Conventions 
 

DeviceNet parameter names within text are shown in italic typeface, or in ‘single 
quotes’ in tables.  Modbus™ parameter names are shown in angles <name>. 
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2   PRODUCT OVERVIEW  
 

2.1 Introduction 
 
The MP3 Controller has a large collection of configuration and information 
parameters. This may seem intimidating for those that don’t routinely program PLC 
and HMI panels. The HDR supplied HMI panels will be preprogrammed to provide a 
predesigned interface to provide you with as much information and control as 
possible without burdening you with many programming details. 
 
Some familiarity with the communication and configuration parameters is useful for 
any user who wishes to understand the variety of options available. 
 

 
 
Do not rely upon the HMI panel as a warning device for critical alarms that can 
cause serious operator injury or machine damage. Critical alarm indicators and 
their control/activator units must be designed using stand-alone hardware 
and/or mechanical interlocks. 
 

Do not use the HMI panel to control machine safety operations, such as an emergency stop 
switch. Install emergency stop and safety interlocks as separate control circuits. 
 
 

 
2.2 Models Covered 

 
MP3 Controller refers to any model that has been upgraded to include the MP3 SCR 
DeviceNet Head as an option. New controllers including the MP3 SCR DeviceNet 
Head option are assumed in descriptions. The MP3 SCR DeviceNet Head may also 
be retrofitted onto suitable HDR SCR controllers. Consult the factory for available 
ordering/service options. 
 

2.3 General Description 
 
The HDR HMI panel is a Proface AST-3201 using an RS-232 or RS-485 connection 
to the MP3 Controller. 
 
The HMI receives 24Vdc power from the MP3 controller. 
 
The MP3 Controller has three basic control sources: local analog/discrete signals, 
local digital control, and DeviceNet control. The MP3 Controller may operate with 
any mix of controls. The HDR HMI panel uses local digital control, as described in 
the MP3 Controller manual. 
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2.4 HMI to MP3 Controller Cable 
 
Connect the HMI to the controller DB9 connector using HDR’s null modem cable 
#9900666. 
 
See Figure 2 in Section 2.7 for the power/ground wiring connections to terminals 19, 
20, and 21 of the controller. 
 
 

2.5 Communication Configuration 
 
The Proface AST-3201’s RS-232 connects to the DB-9 connector on the front of the 
MP3 controller and the RS-485 shares TB-2 with the HMI power. The HMI runs as a 
Modbus RTU Master.  Communication between the HMI and MP3 Controller 
requires either the use of RS-232 or RS-485, but not both. 
 
The HMI is configured to communicate with the MP3 DeviceNet Control Head using 
the default communication configuration of the MP3. 
 
MP3 Controller Modbus Address = 1 
Baud Rate = 19,200 
Parity/Stop = Even, 1 
 
These settings have already been programmed into the HMI. No user action is 
needed. 
 
 

2.6 HMI Application 
 
The HMI does not display a literal copy of all Modbus Coils and Registers contained 
in the MP3 SCR DeviceNet Head, although many are displayed directly. Information 
is accessed, arranged, displayed, written, and acted upon to perform logical tasks that 
the equipment user may wish to perform. Information is presented in the form of HMI 
screens. The HMI decodes the values of some monitoring data so that the meaning 
may be displayed in alphanumeric form, eliminating the need to look up decoding 
tables in the manual. Some information is displayed as screen indicators/messages. 
Some control parameters are presented as switches. Touch screen keyboard data entry 
is used with some values. 
 
Non-volatile configuration parameters used to set up the operation of the MP3 
Controller are presented in raw form using the same parameter names as used in the 
MP3 manual and the EDS used with RSNetWorx for DeviceNet configuration. This 
allows the HMI or RSNetWorx equal capability when configuring the controller. 
 
Once configured, the MP3 controller is operable without the HMI or DeviceNet. The 
HMI is used when a human interface is needed or to adjust calibration parameters. 
DeviceNet is used when an automation interface is needed. 
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2.7 Dimensions and Physical Overview  

 

 
 

Figure 1  HMI Dimensions and Panel Cutout for Screen Mounting 

 
 
 

MP3 RS-485 Connector –  
6-Pin Open Connector 
Term 19 = +24Vdc 
Term 20  = COM 
Term 21  = Chassis Ground  
Term 22  = COM 
Term 23  = + RS-485  (D1) 
Term 24  = - RS-485   (D0) 

 

Figure 2  HMI Power and RS-485 Connections 
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2.8 Specifications 

 
Proface AST-3201 HMI  
Voltage Ratings DC 24V nominal, 19.2-28.8V, 7W or less  
Temperature Rating 0° C to +50° C operating, -20° C to +60° C storage. 
Humidity 10%RH to 90%RH non-condensing operating or storage.
Rating for Front Panel 
of Installed Unit 

Equivalent to IP65 (JEM 1030), NEMA#250 Type4X/12
 

Cooling Natural air circulation. 
 

2.9 Catalog Number Explanation 
 
Consult our sales department for details. 
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3   PRODUCT OPERATION AND FEATURES  
 

3.1 Operation: Power-up 
 
The HMI is automatically powered whenever the MP3 controller logic is powered.   
When power is first applied, the HMI opens with the following screen. 
 

 
 

3.2 Monitor / Simple Setpoint Control Screen 
 
As soon as communication starts, the Power-up screen is replaced with the simplified 
monitor / control screen.  The HMI is an LCD display with touch screen. All 
navigation between screens is controlled by touch buttons programmed into the 
screen views. 
 

 
 
This screen is used to monitor basic output voltage, current and power information, 
monitor faults and allows the user to adjust the controller setpoint when in local 
control mode. 
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Without password access, the Simple Setpoint Control screen will only allow access 
to fault diagnostic screens in the event of a fault condition (see page 18).  The rest of 
the MP3 features are password protected from unauthorized use. 
 
This screen can only be exited by pressing the ‘System Ok’ button which brings up a 
password keypad.  Authorized users must enter ‘HDR1’ then press the ‘ENT’ key to 
proceed to the Home Screen and enable screen navigation assuring that unauthorized 
uses are not able  to access the HMI’s configuration features. 
 

 
 
If the HMI is unattended for 2 minutes, the HMI will revert from whatever screen it’s 
in back to the Simple Setpoint Control screen.  The HMI will retain its password 
authorization for an additional 2 minutes left unattended.  Afterwards, the password 
authorization key must be reentered. 
 

3.3 Operation & Navigation (PW = ‘HDR1’) 
 
The default home screen provides examples of many possible elements that are used 
on many screens. 
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Header – The top edge of the 
screen contains the header bar. 

The five button/indicators provide summary information about the controller’s 
operating state. Each one is also a navigation button that can call other screens that 
contain relevant information. This information is detailed later. 
 

Footer – The bottom edge of the 
screen contains the footer bar. 

The MENU and BACK buttons are the most common controls. Other areas of the 
footer may be customized for a given screen. “MENU” will call the MAIN MENU 
screen with more navigation choices. “BACK” will always go back to the previous 
screen via whatever path one takes to get to the current screen. 
 

Footer - HOME or Bars/Meters – With most screens, 
the leftmost button is the HOME button and will take you 

directly to the Home Screen. On the Home Screen, the HOME button is replaced with 
the Bars/Meters button that allows a user to choose from alternate metering sub-
windows located above the button. 
 

Footer - Setpoint Indicator – This space on the footer varies 
per screen. On this screen it holds a Setpoint Status 

button/indicator. The displayed information will change based on controller 
operation. Pressing this button will call a screen with more detailed data. 
 

Metering Sub-Window – This area of the Home Screen 
contains a sub-window that can change format. Alternate 
formats for metering data may be provided. The user may 
scroll through the available choices by pressing the 
Bars/Meters footer button repeatedly. 

 
The #1 (default) sub-window is shown. This provides 
voltage, current, and power data in bar graph and numeric 
form. Each sub-window has an identifying number that is 
displayed on the Bars/Meters button. 

 
This window also shows the type of regulation currently used and the active setpoint 
value controlling regulation. 
 

To the left are examples of 
possible alternate sub-windows. 
These provide larger numeric 
meter readings either in 
engineering units or percentages. 
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To the right of the metering window is setpoint control. If Manual Setpoint control is 
selected, the top section provides up/down buttons to change the manual controller 

setpoint. 
 

The middle section is an indicator that identifies the current setpoint 
control source (analog, DeviceNet, or manual). 
The bottom section is a rotary switch to change between automatic and 
manual setpoint control.  

 
The hourglass symbol is a reminder that this control must be held for 
one second to change the switch position. 

 
 

On the far right is the Manual Run/Stop control. The top and middle 
indicators show what data items are controlling during Auto control 
Autorun configuration value or DeviceNet’s Run1 control parameter). 

 
The lower part is a rotary switch that selects Auto or Manual Run/Stop 
control. 

 
 
 
 

If the Run/Stop rotary control is changed to Manual, the upper area 
changes to provide a second rotary switch that serves as the direct 
manual Run/Stop switch. 

 
 

The upper switch is only visible if the lower switch is in the Manual 
position. 

 
 
NV – The default configuration is for the Setpoint and Run/Stop rotary switches to be 
non-volatile. The “NV” appearing on the screen confirms that these are non-volatile, 
and therefore function the same as physical switches and digital potentiometer. You 
may change the units configuration to make these settings volatile so that they reset 
whenever the unit is powered off and on. Volatile controls are indicated by a lack of 
the “NV” display. 
 

The remaining small area contains a box that displays the SCR firing 
mode currently in use (ZF, PF, or ZFT). 

 
The “Ametek HDR” indicator space is a special indicator that only changes if a 
special use “PF/ZFT Auto Switching” function is selected using the HMI. 
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Alternate Digital Pot Footer Control - When using the 
virtual digital potentiometer during Manual Setpoint control, a 

user may wish to modify the setpoint while visiting other screens. Many alternate 
screens will include this control in the footer. It may be used to adjust the manual 
setpoint level without returning to the Home Screen. It will be shaded darker and 
disabled if Setpoint control is set to Automatic. 
 

3.4 Home Screen: Introduction 
 
The home screen provides a summary of the units operation. It also provides a 
metering window that can switch between alternate information formats.  
 
Manual setpoint and run/stop controls are also provided. These perform the same 
functions as traditional switches and potentiometer for manual control. 
 
A user can navigate to any other screen from the home screen and quickly return. 
 

 
 
 
The next series of pages will highlight the details of the home screen. 
 

3.4.1 Home Screen: Primary Status Indicators 
 

 
 
The six top right indicators provide a wealth of information. Each is also a touch 
button to more detailed information.  
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This Home Screen indicator can provide three messages: Ready & Running, 
Ready & Stopped, and Not Ready & Stopped. 

 
If you touch this control, you will access a live ladder diagram of the system control.  
For the SCR controller to run, <Ready> and <Running> must both be true (1). The 
ladder diagram shows all data controlling the states. 
 

 
 

 
TIP - If the controller will not run when you think it should be running, this 
diagram is an instant summary of all controls needed for the controller to be 
Ready and then be switched to the Running state. 

Note: The lower 
right corner of this 
screen holds the 
HMI program 
version/date. 
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This Home Screen indicator can provide three messages: At Setpoint, Not 
At Setpoint, and Output Limiting. 

 
Normally, the SCR output will adjust to match the desired setpoint using the firing 
mode and regulation mode selected. If the SCR output reaches 100% duty-cycle 
before reaching the desired value, or if the output is being actively limited in phase 
fire mode, the output cannot reach the setpoint. 
 
This indicator monitors both the <At Setpoint flag> and <Summary Limiting> flag. 
 
If you touch this control, you will access a more detailed screen that shows the status 
of each type of limiting that can affect phase fire output, and also an indicator to show 
if the output is at or below 100% duty-cycle. 
 

 
 

This Home Screen indicator can provide two messages: Enable Output On and 
Enable Output Off. 

 
This displays the status of the MP3 discrete input <ENABLE OUTPUT > and will 
match the MP3 front panel LED with the same name. 
 
If you touch this control, you will pop-up the ladder diagram shown earlier. 
<ENABLE OUTPUT> = true is a required condition for the unit to be <Ready>. 
 

 This Home Screen indicator can provide two messages: No SCR AC Input and 
SCR AC Input ON. 

 
This displays the status of <SCR AC In Status>. Input voltage must meet minimal 
voltage and frequency requirements to be considered present. 
 
If you touch this control, you will pop-up the ladder diagram shown earlier. <SCR 
AC In Status> = true is a required condition for the unit to be <Ready>. 
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This Home Screen indicator can provide three messages: Faulted, No Faults, and 
Faulted & Ext. Fault. 

 
This monitors both the general <Faulted> flag resulting from the <Fault Mask> 
settings and also the specific <External Fault> discrete input of the MP3 Controller. 
 
If you touch this control, you will pop-up the first of two possible screens. 
 

 
The first item on this screen show a text description of the most recent event 
triggering a fault condition. The second part contains an information button that will 
open more details relating to the <Fault Mask>. The last section has a Reset button 
that can reset a Fault condition if there are no active faults. 
 
If you press the <Fault Mask> Info button, the following screen will appear. 
 

 
 
The check boxes under the Mask label shows what alarms are configured to generate 
a fault. <External Fault > (discrete input) may not be disabled. The Alarm columns 
show active faults. You cannot reset a fault if any fault source is active, except for 
non-blocking <Iin Peak Fault> and <Iin Timed OL> which are latched history flags. 
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This Home Screen indicator can provide two messages: Warning and No 

Warning. 
 

 
 
 
 
This monitors the general <Warning> flag resulting from the <Warning Mask> 
settings. 
 
If you touch this control, you will pop-up the first of two possible screens. 
 

 
 
The first item on this screen show a text description of the most recent event 
triggering a warn condition. The second part contains an information button that will 
open more details relating to the <Warning Mask>.  
 
If you press the Warn Mask Info button, the following screen will appear. 
 
The check boxes under the Mask label shows what flags are configured to generate a 
warning. The Alarm columns show active input flags.  
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3.4.2 Home Screen: Metering 

 
The home screen provides basic voltage, current, and power metering with bar 
graphs. 
 
The bar graphs allow general power levels to be monitored easily at a distance. 
Numeric metering provides a more precise display when needed. Note that this is also 
an additional information button. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

3.4.3 Home Screen: Regulation, Firing Mode, and more. 
 
The home screen provides a regulation mode indicator that displays the current 
regulation mode setting of: Voltage, Current, Power, Resistance, Analog FB, or Open 

Loop. Note that this is also an additional information button. 
 

 
 
This screen will display, in text form, the start-up regulation value stored in <Auto 
RegMode NV>. It also displays the current value in <Auto RegMode>, which starts 
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out equal to <Auto RegMode NV>. It also shows the value of <Local RegMode>, 
which may be modified at the bottom of the screen to apply a different regulation 
mode only when using a local digital setpoint.  
 
The top right corner of the screen supports two items. The left item will display the 

current SCR firing mode in use: PF (phase firing), ZF (proportional zero firing), 
or ZFT (zero firing into a transformer). The item to the right of Firing Mode is 

usually a default Ametek HDR logo.  
 
This HMI version includes a demo PLC like program that can automatically switch 

between PF and ZFT mode based on load resistance. When this feature is 
enabled, the message shown will be displayed. 

 
 

3.4.4 Home Screen: Setpoint, Stop/Run, and Manual Controls. 
 
In many applications, a manual command setpoint control is required. Traditionally, 
this was built using a two position rotary switch and a 10-turn locking potentiometer. 
This allowed a preset command to be set with a switch to select either automatic 
control, or manual control using the front panel potentiometer setting. This HMI 
replaces this hardware. 
 

There are four important items in this view of the Setpoint rotary switch.  
 
First, a touch controlled Auto/Manual Setpoint rotary switch is available to 
switch the control from automatic to manual setpoint. The default automatic 
command setpoint comes from an analog input on the front of the controller 
(typically 4-20mA). Alternatively, DeviceNet may provide the command 
setpoint. Either method is considered automatic from the view of the front panel. 
 
When this switch is in the Auto position, two information boxes appear above it. 
One displays the current setpoint controlling the unit. The box below it displays 
either Auto Setpoint From Analog, or Auto Setpoint From Network (DeviceNet) 

to indicate the source of the setpoint value. 
 
Manual Setpoint control is selected by touching the rotary switch to toggle it to the 
Man (manual) position. When in the manual position, the space above the switch 
changes. It will now show the manual setpoint and UP/DOWN buttons to change the 
setpoint from 0 to 100%.  The “H” on the arrow buttons is a reminder that if the key 
is held longer than two seconds, the value auto-increments or decrements depending 
on the arrow direction. 
 
NV – This reflects the value of the configuration parameter <Local Setpt NV>. The 
NV in the lower left corner of the switch indicates that the Setpoint control is 
configured to be non-volatile.  This means that if all power is removed and restored, 
the MP3+HMI will remember the last position of the setpoint rotary switch. The last 
manual setpoint value will also be remembered and restored. This non-volatile setting 
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is the default for the MP3 controller and causes this control to behave the same as a 
physical rotary switch with locking potentiometer. 
Alternatively, <Local Setpt NV> may be reconfigured to zero. This will remove the 
non-volatile behavior of this control and the NV will not appear in the corner. Such a 
setting will cause the rotary switch to reset to the Auto setting and cause the manual 
setpoint to reset to zero whenever logic power is removed and restored to the 
MP3/HMI units. 
 
The important fact to remember is that this control may be set to be volatile or non-
volatile, depending upon the application, and that the NV in the corner always 
confirms the current configuration. 
 

There are four important items in this view of the Run/Stop rotary switch. 
First, a touch controlled Auto/Manual Run/Stop rotary switch is available to 
switch the control from automatic to manual. The MP3 Controller ladder logic 
requires a run command from the controlling source. Absent any digital control, 
the controller uses the configuration value of <AutoRun>. If <AutoRun> is true 
(1), the unit is capable of running when powered up.  DeviceNet or a local digital 
panel may take over this function. If <AutoRun> is false, DeviceNet or a local 
digital panel MUST provide the needed run command. 
 

When Run/Stop is in the Auto position, there are two indicators above it.  Combined, 
these two indicators will show the controlling object and whether the command is to 
run or stop.  
 
AutoRun control - If the top indicator says AutoRun Controls, the lower indicator 
will display either AutoRun=Run or AutoRun=Stop. 
 
Network (DeviceNet) control – If the bottom indicator says Network controls, the top 
indicator will display either NetCtrl Stop or NetCtrl Run. 
 

Manual Run/Stop may be selected by touching the rotary switch to change it to the 
Man (manual) position. When in the Man position, the space above it is replaced 
with a local Run/Stop Manual control switch. The local manual run/stop control 
overrides <AutoRun> and DeviceNet controls. 
 
NV – The NV in the corner of the Run/Stop rotary switch indicates the 
configuration value of <Local Control NV>. If <Local Control NV> is true (1), 
the settings of these two switches are non-volatile and will return to their last 
settings if logic power is removed and restored to the MP3/HMI pair. This is the 

default configuration for <Local Control NV> and causes the switches to behave the 
same as traditional hardware switches. 
 
Alternatively, <Local Control NV> may be changed to false (0). In this case, switches 
will always reset to Auto and Stop if logic power is removed and restored.  
There are applications for both methods and the NV in the corner is visual 
confirmation of the volatility setting of the Run/Stop control. 
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Figure 3 Reference Chart Showing Screens Accessable From the Home Screen 

 
 
 
 

In the Man (manual) position, 
this section changes 
appearance. 
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3.5 Main Menu 

 
All remaining screens are reached from the Main Menu by pressing the menu tab in 
the footer. Most items will be located on a sub-menu listed on the Main Menu. 
 

 
 
Many of the menus are self-explanatory, so comments will be limited. 
 
The symbol “>>” is used to indicate a submenu listing in headings. 
 

3.6 Main Menu >> Metering Menu 
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3.6.1 Main Menu >> Metering Menu >> Metering - General 
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3.6.2 Main Menu >> Metering Menu >> Metering – Analog Input/Output 
 

 
 
The top section of this screen displays the current value of the analog command input 
and optional analog feedback input. 
 
The lower part of the screen lists the data currently being sent to the three mA 
transmitters on the front of the controller. The expected mA output is also calculated 
for both 0-20mA and 4-20mA. A slide switch on the front of the controller 
determines which mA range is used. 
 
This only shows the numeric value sent to the mA transmitters. The data source for 
each value is determined in the configuration parameters. 
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3.6.3 Main Menu >> Metering Menu >> Time Counter KW-Hour Meter 

 

 
 
 
 

3.7 Main Menu >> Event Log Menu 
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3.7.1 Main Menu >> Event Log Menu >> View Newest Log Event 

  

 
 
Over 200 events can be stored in the circular log memory. This screen only shows the 
most recent log entry. To see earlier logs, press View Past Log Events button. 
 
The lower part of the screen displays log information. The 16-bit log ID is listed. 
Next, the 32-bit timestamp is listed. Below these is the Definition, a text description 
of the log event code (so you don’t have to look up a cryptic code). Next are 
supplemental data. Most log entries do not have additional data. Such data is defined 
in the MP3 Controller manual.   
 
 

3.7.2 Main Menu >> Event Log Menu >> View Past Log Events 
 

 
 
 
This screen is used to scroll through the non-volatile log memory. To start with the 
most recent log, press the button labeled Press to Reset Log View ID Req. 
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The UP/DOWN keys may be used to increment and decrement the value of Log View 
ID Request. Hold these keys for two seconds to auto count. 
 
The lower part of the screen displays log information. The 16-bit log ID is listed. 
Next, the 32-bit timestamp is listed. Below these is the Definition, a text description 
of the log event code (so you don’t have to look up a cryptic code). Next are 
supplemental data. Most log entries do not have additional data. Such data is defined 
in the MP3 Controller manual. 
 
 

3.7.3 Main Menu >> Event Log Menu >> Trend Graph 
 

 
 
This is a demonstration of this HMI’s trend graph capabilities. This is a 
demonstration of a plot of voltage, current, and power over a one-hour period. 
 
This particular HMI cannot transmit or print this screen. 
 

3.8 Main Menu >> DeviceNet Info with Serial Number 
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This screen will list identifying information that is normally only available via 
DeviceNet. 
 
This allows a user to check the MP3 firmware version using the HMI. The DeviceNet 
serial number is also displayed. This serial number is not the same as the serial 
number for a complete controller. It is only a serial number to uniquely identify the 
MP3 SCR DeviceNet Head to the network. 
 
The lower left displays the live values of the DeviceNet rotary switches. This is 
mostly a convenience for testing. 
 
The lower right displays the values stored in non-volatile memory, per DeviceNet 
specification. 
 
If the switches are set to valid values, the values are copied to non-volatile memory at 
power-up.  
 
If the switches are set to the PGM position, DeviceNet may write to the non-volatile 
values.  The HMI and local serial ports may not write to these values.   
 

3.9 Main Menu >> Warn/Fault/Relay Status Detail >> Relay Status Detail 
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The relay is programmable. The first screen will list a text box identifying the most 
recent event that triggered the relay. The next button takes the user to more detail. 
 
The second screen identifies which events are enabled to trigger the relay, and which 
events are currently active. 
 
The default configuration is for a fault to also activate the relay. But a user may 
change this configuration. If you enable multiple events, this screen becomes useful 
to quickly identify the event(s) keeping the relay active, if you do not have any other 
indicator to tell this. 
 

3.10 Main Menu >> Demonstration Menu 
 

 
 
This menu accesses a variety of items used for test or demonstration. 
 
The button labeled PF/ZFT Auto Switching is a special mode control that enables the 
HMI to perform some simple pseudo-PLC control to manipulate the firing modes 
based on load resistance for Silicon Carbide or Molybdenum loads. You must enter 
the password ‘HDRPW’ to open this screen. 
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3.10.1 Main Menu >> Demonstration Menu >> Firing Mode Demo 

 

  
 
RECOMENDATION: Please consult factory before using ZFT 
 
Please refer to the MP3 Controller manual. This screen provides a simpler means to 
modify the firing modes for demonstration purposes. Note that when you change the 
firing mode, you must stop/start the controller to adopt the new firing mode. You can 
do this with the button labeled Reset SCR Contrl. Touching a numeric value will pop-
up a keypad to edit the configuration value. 
 

3.10.2 Main Menu >> Demonstration Menu >> Regulation Demo 
 

 
 
This screen is a collection of meters and bar graphs, plus one configuration value that 
allows a user to change the regulation mode. 
 
Only PF, phase fire, mode uses all modes, so this screen is typically only used with 
PF mode. Touching the lower right corner will pop-up a keypad that allows Auto 
RegMode to be changed. 
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If you have a suitable sized load and a suitable command setpoint setting, you can 
watch the output regulation change as the regulation mode is modified. 
 
The available regulation modes are: 
1 = Voltage, 
2 = Current, 
3 = Power, 
4 = Resistance, 
5 = Analog Feedback%, 
      (User’s circuit must provide feedback), 
6 = Open Loop. 
 
 

3.10.3 Main Menu >> Demonstration Menu >> 0-20mA Drivers 
 

 
 

 
 
Please refer to the MP3 manual.  
 
This is a collection of configuration and I/O registers that allow the mA transmitters 
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to be configured to transmit different data.  
 
These are also listed in the configuration menu. They are only available here to assist 
demonstration or experimentation. 
 

3.10.4 Main Menu >> Demonstration Menu >> Status Bit Flag Listing 
 

 
 

 
 
These two screens allow one to observe the direct values of Modbus Coils 17-52, 63 
and 64. 
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3.11 Main Menu >> Easy mA Input Calibration Menu 

 

 
 
The Analog Setpoint is to calibrate the analog input, and the analog feedback signal 
does not need to be calibrated if it is not used. 
 
The analog setpoint and feedback calibration is typically adjusted for use with a 4-
20mA command signal. As a practical matter, calibrating to 4.1mA and 19.9mA will 
often minimize any need to re-calibrate to assure that the MP3 can be either fully on 
or fully off when commanded.  Users may wish to recalibrate with their specific 
sending units. And recalibration is needed if you use a signal much different from 4-
20mA or 2-10V. 
 
 
 

3.11.1 Main Menu >> Easy mA Input Calibration Menu >> Analog Setpoint Easy 
Calibration 
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3.11.2 Main Menu >> Easy mA Input Calibration Menu >> Analog Feedback Easy 

Calibration 
 

 
 

3.12 Main Menu >> Service-Parameter Configuration Menu 
 

 
 
The Configuration Menu give you access to the non-volatile configuration parameters 
in the MP3 Controller. 
 
Each sub-menu provides a subset of parameters. Screen space does not allow detailed 
descriptions/definitions. You must have planned changes after reviewing the 
controller manual. The subscreens only list the parameter and usually list the 
allowable range of values. Each value is a touch key that either toggles binary values, 
or pops up a keypad for data entry. 
 
The bottom left button labeled “NonVolatile Backup Save/Restore” provides special 
functions that will be explained. 
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3.12.1 Main Menu >> Service-Parameter Configuration Menu >> SCR DATA 
 

 
 
Vin and Vout potential transformers must be wired using the appropriate voltage taps. 
Use the values of the SCR input and output when the input voltage is at 100% of the 
nominal voltage ratings.  To display metering values correctly, the DSP must scale 
the percentage values using parameters set by Vin PT Primary and Vout PT Primary, 
corresponding to rated voltages. 
 
As with the voltage measurements, the rated current range is required for the proper 
display and interpretation of measured current data.  Also, a parameter is used to 
specify if the SCR assembly uses one or two current transformers (CTs). If only one 
is used, the output current measurements will be based on data from a single CT.  A 
second CT is useful for current measurement applications like the secondary of an 
output transformer. 
 
 

3.12.2 Main Menu >> Service-Parameter Configuration Menu >> SCR Firing 
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Firing modes 0 through 5 are input via a popup keypad: 
0 = ZF, Zero Fire, Variable Timebase 
1 = PF, Phase Fire (default) 
2 = ZFT, Zero Fire into Transformer 
3 = PFZF Data Switch 
4 = PFZF Discrete SW  
5 = PFZF Timed SW 
 
PFZF Delay Time(r) is applicable if ‘Firing Mode Sel’ = 5.  PFZF Delay Time(r) is a 
time delay to determine how long the unit uses phase firing mode at each SCR 
enable.  If ‘Firing Mode Sel’ = 5 AND the internal timer is actively counting the 
phase-fire period, this will display the clock value counting down seconds. After 
reaching the terminal count, it reverts to displaying the configured delay. 
 
ZFT SPD Selector selects the basis of a Variable Time Delay that is added to unit 
startup to randomize the firing of zero fire units. 
0 = Base on DeviceNet address  
1 = Base on Modbus RS-485 Address (lower 6 bits) 
 
ZFT Walk Up Time sets the number of cycles for initial ramp up with ZFT firing.  
 
ZFT Rep Cycle% sets the percent firing angle for first half cycle of each repetitive 
firing sequence. 
 
Slew Rate Limit is only applicable to PF-phase firing limiting slew rate of SCR firing 
control. Enter the number of cycles for a 100% change in power. This slew rate limit 
is applied independently from the setpoint ramp-up and ramp-down limits. 
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3.12.3 Main Menu >> Service-Parameter Configuration Menu >> PI Setup 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
There are twelve configuration parameters in this group. These settings are used for 
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both regulation and output limiting using phase fire control.  See Appendix D of the 
MP3 SCR DeviceNet Head Manual for a diagram of Setpoint Control / PI regulation / 
Limiting. 
 
Caution: Default values recommended. 
 
 

3.12.4 Main Menu >> Service-Parameter Configuration Menu >> Output Limiting 
 

 
 
Iin RMS% Limit sets input current limit point used with PF-phase fire mode. For 
other firing modes, this will generate a limiting flag but will not influence SCR 
operation.  Setting value to 0 disables current limiting. 
 
Vout RMS% Limit sets output voltage limit point used with PF-phase fire mode. For 
other firing modes, this will generate a limiting flag but will not influence SCR 
operation.  Setting value to 0 disables voltage limiting. 
 
Iout RMS% Limit sets output current limit point used with PF-phase fire mode. For 
other firing modes, this will generate a limiting flag but will not influence SCR 
operation.  Setting value to 0 disables current limiting. 
 
KW Output% Limit sets output KW limit point used with PF-phase fire mode. For 
other firing modes, this will generate a limiting flag but will not influence SCR 
operation.  Setting value to 0 disables power limiting. 
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3.12.5 Main Menu >> Service-Parameter Configuration Menu >> Alarm Setup 
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There are eleven configuration parameters in this group.  These are alarm trigger 
setpoints. 
 
1) Vin High% sets the high fault level for Vin RMS as a percent of 100% unit. 2% 

Hysterysis. 
2) Vin Low% sets an undervoltage fault at a percent of 100% unit rating. 2% 

Hysterysis. 
3) Iin RMS Overload% sets the level of RMS input current that may cause a timed 

fault if limit is continuously exceeded beyond the time set in ‘Iin RMS OL 
Timer’.  If the current dips below this value, the timing period restarts. 

4) Iin RMS OL Timer sets the time limit for RMS input current required to generate 
a fault. 

5) Iin PeakFault% sets the peak input current for two consecutive cycles that will 
cause a trip. Automatic reset, or a permanent faulted condition, is possible 
depending upon the settings of the ‘Iin Peak Retry’ count, the seconds specified in 
‘Iin Peak Timer’, and the number of trips occurring within the timer period.  
Setting value to 0 disables peak overcurrent detection. 

 
IMPORTANT: If nonzero, you must enable this flag in the Fault Mask to enable 
it to generate a fault based on ‘Iin Peak Retry’ and ‘Iin Peak Timer’, or it will just 
generate a reset and restart with no potential limit.  (See page 45) 

 
6) Iin Peak Retry sets the number of retries allowed within retry time for input peak 

current overloads. 
7) Iin Peak Timer sets the time limit for fault retries before ‘Iin Peak Fault’ is 

declared if other conditions are met. 
8) Freq Deviation sets the +/- Frequency deviation from nominal that triggers an 

alarm. AC Input will be disqualified below 46Hz and above 64Hz. 
9) Res Ratio High - If 'Load Resistance Ratio' exceeds this setting for 10 seconds 

while Vout is greater than 10%, then high Resistance Warning is TRUE. 
10) Res Ratio Low - If 'Load Resistance Ratio' is less than this setting for 10 seconds 

while Vout is greater than 10%, the low resistance warning is TRUE. 
11) Ambient OT Limit sets the alarm setpoint for the DSP ambient temperature alarm. 

This is an internal ambient temperature that will run higher than the outside 
ambient air temperature. 
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3.12.6 Main Menu >> Service-Parameter Configuration Menu >> Warn/Fault/Relay 

Masks 
 

 
 
 
Warning is a summary parameter that monitors a collection of Boolean flags. It is less 
serious than a fault because it does not stop the controller. 
 
The screen above shows the fifteen Warning Mask Boolean flags that can be 
monitored.  Each flag is listed in this Warning Mask is configured by the user via the 
touch screen.  Setting any bit will activate a warning if the corresponding condition 
becomes true. Warning Status is the result of each bit of Warning Mask ANDed with 
the monitored value. If a monitored value is ‘true’ and its Warning Mask bit is 
enabled, then the corresponding bit in Warning Status will also be ‘true’. If any bit in 
Warning Status is ‘true’, then Warning is ‘true’. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
A fault condition disables the SCR triggers and requires an explicit reset. 
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Fault triggering is programmable. The default mask configuration is that a fault is 
triggered if the heatsink thermostat is overtemperature or there is an external fault. 
The EXTERNAL FAULT mask flag is always on and is not programmable nor can it 
be disabled. 
 
The screen above shows the fifteen Fault Mask Boolean flags can be monitored. Each 
flag listed in this Fault Mask is configured by the user via the touch screen.  Setting 
any bit will activate a fault if the corresponding condition becomes true.  Fault Status 
is the result of each bit of Fault Mask ANDed with the monitored value. If a 
monitored value is ‘true’ and its Fault Mask bit is enabled, then the corresponding bit 
in Fault Status will also be ‘true’. If any bit in Fault Status is ‘true’, then Faulted is 
‘true’. 
 
One of the optional fault flags is the warning bit.  This allows the user to set warning 
conditions to generate a fault trip. 
 
WARNING:  Use great care when deciding what inputs to enable in the Fault Mask 
especially when continuity of power is important.  A fault trip is very appropriate to 
stop the unit as a supplemental safety step and to prevent/limit equipment damage 
during a process malfunction. Avoid enabling input conditions that will cause 
nuisance trips or will prevent the controller from running when you intend to run. For 
any enabled input, plan how you will detect and confirm the cause of a trip before 
resetting. A reset is not possible if an active/enabled input exists. 
 
WARNING:  Identify the cause of a fault before resetting.  USE GREAT CARE 
before resetting faults remotely using DeviceNet or the local Modbus serial ports 
connected to remote computers. DO NOT program a PLC to automatically reset all 
faults unless the fault diagnostic process has been designed with this function in 
mind.  Resetting a unit into a seriously faulted (shorted) load can cause serious 
damage to the load, controller, and other equipment.  Remote and automated resets 
may be appropriate when less serious faults are detected, identified, and cleared 
remotely before resetting the controller. 
 
WARNING:  DO NOT USE the fault feature as the only mechanism for 
personnel safety.  Even when a controller is in a Faulted (tripped) condition, lethal 
voltages may exist at the output, up to and including full input line voltage.  Limited 
AC current will always flow through the RC snubber around the SCRs.  A Faulted 
unit cannot shut off output power if the SCRs are shorted, or if there is a logic failure 
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The relay function controls the external Form C relay on the front panel. The default 
configuration is that the relay is active whenever the unit is faulted. The user may 
choose to use the relay for other purposes by changing the conditions that can activate 
the relay. For example, the relay may be controlled as a discrete output point for the 
network. 
 
The screen above shows the fifteen Relay Mask Boolean flags are monitored. Each 
flag listed in this Relay Mask is configured by the user via the touch screen.  Setting 
any bit will activate a relay if the corresponding condition becomes true. Relay Status 
is the result of each bit of Relay Mask ANDed with the monitored value. If a 
monitored value is ‘true’ and its Relay Mask bit is enabled, then the corresponding bit 
in Relay Status will also be ‘true’. If any bit in Relay Status is ‘true’, then Relay State 
is active. 
 
Note: Local Relay Req is currently configured to read the Local / Remote Setpoint 
switch control when enabled.  Consult the factory for other options. 
 
 

3.12.7 Main Menu >> Service-Parameter Configuration Menu >> Analog Output 
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The values that may be set in the Analog Output screen control the information that’s 
output through the three channels of 0-20/4-20mA drivers.  Any 16-bit value is 
allowed. Values 1-11 steer other parameters to be the data source to drive the DAC. 
Values 0 and 32-65535 are used as direct, fixed data to drive the DAC creating a 
fixed mA source.  
 
0 = Fixed Min Output 
1 = Vin Actual RMS% 
2 = Iin Actual RMS% 
3 = KVAin Actual% 
4 = Vout Actual RMS% 
5 = Iout Actual RMS% 
6 = KWout Actual% 
7 =Analog Setpoint% 
8 = Analog Feedback% 
9 = Setpoint Actual% 
10 = DutyCycle Actual% 
11 = DAC Out1 Ref 
16383 = Fixed 25% 
32767 = Fixed 50% 
49151 = Fixed 75% 
65535 = Fixed 100% 
12-31 =Reserved 
32-65535 = use this ‘DAC Out# Select’ value as the direct DAC drive data Fixed mA 
output. 
 
A typical setting may be to set DAC Out1 Select to ‘1’, DAC Out2 Select to ‘2’ and 
DAC Out3 Select to ‘3’ so that the mA drivers will provide Vin RMS, Iin RMS and 
KVAin feedback. 
 

 
 
Values for DAC Out# Full Scale 100% are used when ‘Analog Out# Selector’ = 1-10. 
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If this value is less than 65535, then the transmitter may send data representing more 
than 100% for metering values that can exceed 100% of the nominal unit rating. 
 

3.12.8 Main Menu >> Service-Parameter Configuration Menu >> Miscellaneous 
 

 
 
 
Ramp Up Time and Ramp Down Time limit the rate at which the setpoint will change 
based on the rate of change required to adjust the full range of the setpoint within the 
time entered. 
 
NetFaultMode establishes the mode of operation on loss of network communication 
(no established connections).  
 
0 = Fault and Stop, bit automatically set in ‘Fault Mask’. Clears ‘NetCtrl’, ‘NetRef’, 
‘Run1’, ‘Remote Relay Req’, ‘Net PFZF Select’, and ‘Net_Setpoint’. 
 
1 = Ignore (Warning optional depending on bit setting in ‘Warning Mask’). This will 
allow the controller to continue in its current operation mode at time of network 
event. If running from network control, ‘NetCtrl’, ‘NetRef’, ‘Run1’, ‘Remote Relay 
Req’, ‘Net PFZF Select’, and ‘Net_Setpoint’ will remain unchanged. 
 
2 = Clears ‘NetCtrl’, ‘NetRef’, ‘Run1’, ‘Remote Relay Req’, ‘Net PFZF Select’, and 
‘Net_Setpoint’. Does not Fault and Stop. Resulting operation will depend on 
internal/local controls. (Warning optional). 
 
NetIdleMode establishes the mode of operation on reception of network Idle 
communication. 
 
0 = Fault and Stop, bit automatically set in ‘Fault Mask’. Clears ‘NetCtrl’, ‘NetRef’, 
‘Run1’, ‘Remote Relay Req’, ‘Net PFZF Select’, and ‘Net_Setpoint’. 
 
1 = Ignore (Warning optional depending on bit setting in ‘Warning Mask’). This will 
allow the controller to continue in its current operation mode at time of network 
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event. If running from network control, ‘NetCtrl’, ‘NetRef’, ‘Run1’, ‘Remote Relay 
Req’, ‘Net PFZF Select’, and ‘Net_Setpoint’ will remain unchanged. 
 
2 = Clears ‘NetCtrl’, ‘NetRef’, ‘Run1’, ‘Remote Relay Req’, ‘Net PFZF Select’, and 
‘Net_Setpoint’. Does not Fault and Stop. Resulting operation will depend on 
internal/local controls. (Warning optional). 
 
 

 
 
 
AutoRun serves as the internal run/stop command absent Network or Local overrides. 
 
0 = Stop 
1 = Run automatically on startup/reset. 
 
Auto RegMode NV value is loaded into ‘Auto RegMode’ on power-up. 
 
1 = Voltage 
2 = Current 
3 = Power 
4 = Resistance 
5 = Analog Feedback% 
      (User’s circuit must provide feedback) 
6 = Open Loop 
 
Local Control NV determines if ‘LocalCtrl’ and ‘Local Run1’ will function as 
nonvolatile values. 
 
0 = ‘LocalCtrl’ and ‘Local Run1’ are reset to zero on the next power-up reset. 
‘AutoRun’ will always determine start-up action. 
1 = Saves and restores ‘LocalCtrl’ and ‘Local Run1’ to their last values on the next 
power-up reset. 
 
Local Setpt NV determines if ‘LocalRef Demand’, ‘Local Setpoint%’, and ‘Local 
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RegMode’ will function as nonvolatile values. 
 
0 = ‘LocalRef Demand’, ‘Local Setpoint%’, and ‘Local RegMode’ are reset to zero 
on the next power-up reset.  
 
1 = Save and reload last saved ‘LocalRef Demand’, ‘Local Setpoint%’, and ‘Local 
RegMode’ on next powerup reset 
 
Log Config specifies the range of events to be placed in the log. 
0 = Only log controller events 
1 = Also log DeviceNet events 
 
 

 
 
Invert Discretes is a bit-mapped 16-bit word used to program the logic of the discrete 
inputs (and discrete output relay). To provide a flexible custom interface, the user 
may invert or not invert the logic of each discrete input. The value of each bit 
depends on whether the input terminal is low or high (0V or 10V) in the active state. 
 
For Bits 0-4, set to 0 if an open connector (low) is the false state. Set to 1 if a (high) 
10V input is the false state. 
 
Discrete Inputs: 
   Bit 0 = INPUT1 (normally open) 
   Bit 1 = Output Enable (normally open) 
   Bit 2 = External Fault (normally open) 
   Bit 3 = Fuse Switch (normally open) 
   Bit 4 = Heatsink OT  
                (default thermostat-normally open) 
   Bit 5 = Optional Internal Input (reserved) 
   Bit 6-14 = Reserved 
 
Discrete Output: 
   Bit 15 = Relay Output 
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   *0 = Energize on ActiveState (normal) 
    1 = Energize on Non-Active State 
        (as long as unit is powered) 
    * = default selection 
 

3.12.9 Main Menu >> Service-Parameter Configuration Menu >> Dnet Interface 
 
These parameters are used to determine what values are placed in DeviceNet Input 
Assemblies. Each is configured with a parameter number. The value contained in the 
specified parameter is the value placed in the assembly. The assembly you select 
using Input Assembly will determine how many of these are used. The needed values 
are application specific and the default values are arbitrary. While voltage, current, 
and power are the most used values, you may choose to use percentage value or 
engineering value parameters, or any others. 
 
Please refer to MP3 DCR DeviceNet Head manual sections 4.11, 6.11 and Appendix 
B for more information. 
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3.12.10 Main Menu >> Service-Parameter Configuration Menu >> Serial Ports 
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Modbus baud rate and address changes only take affect on reset/powerup. 
 
Baud rate of RS-232 Modbus port: 
0 = 2400 
1 = 4800 
2 = 9600 
3 = 19200 
 
Parity/StopBits of RS-232 Modbus port: 
 
0 = None + 2 stop bits 
1 = Odd + 1 stop bit 
2 = Even + 1 stop bit 
 
Baud rate of RS-485 Modbus port: 
0 = 2400 
1 = 4800 
2 = 9600 
3 = 19200 
 
Parity/StopBits of RS-485 Modbus port: 
 
0 = None + 2 stop bits 
1 = Odd + 1 stop bit 
2 = Even + 1 stop bit 
 
WARNING – IF YOU CHANGE THE SERIAL PORT CONFIGURATION FOR 
THE PORT USED WITH THIS HMI, YOU WILL LOOSE COMMUNICATION 
AT THE NEXT STARTUP. 
 
 

3.12.11 Main Menu >> Service-Parameter Configuration Menu >> NonVolatile 
Backup Save/Restore PW=HDRPW 

 
 
You will need to enter the password HDRPW to open this screen. 
 
This is a set of seven screens listing all configuration parameters in the MP3 
Controller. The left column of data lists the values stored in the MP3 Controller non-
volatile memory. The right column of data lists similar values stored in this HMI’s 
non-volatile memory. 
 
You can freely scroll through the screens to see the values. All controls are located on 
the first screen shown below. 
 
There are three action buttons at the top. Below these is a message that declares 
whether the data in the two columns are equal or different. If they are different, you 
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will have to scroll through the screens to find the differences. If they are the same, 
you do not need to check each screen 
 
There are three action buttons. 
1. The first will copy all MP3 values to the HMI column (stored in HMI). 
2. The second will copy all HMI values to the MP3. 
3. The third reloads the HMI column with out-of-box factory default values. 
 
You may use these to make a backup copy of MP3 values. After experimentation, you 
may copy the original values back to the MP3. 
 
Or, you can copy the configuration from one MP3, move the HMI to another unit, 
and copy the values to the second unit. 
 
Or, you can load the HMI column with the factory default values and then load them 
into the MP3 to restore the default configuration of the MP3. SEE WARNINGS 
BELOW. 
 

 
 
WARNING 1 – Be careful about copying data from the HMI to the MP3 Controller. 
All MP3 Controllers have one set of factory out-of-box default values, regardless of 
voltage and current ratings. The default SCR Data specifies 480V, 60A, using 1 CT, 
for input and output (used to scale meters). As a minimum, you will normally need to 
restore the SCR Data menu values to match your unit size and voltage ratings. If you 
overwrite the configuration in your unit, you will need to individually restore any 
custom settings that are different from the default values using the Configuration 
Menu. 
 
WARNING 2 – If you enabled PF-ZFT Auto Switching, you must go to the 
appropriate menu to disable parameters that are only stored in the HMI. Resetting the 
MP3 to factory default values will not clear the PF-ZFT-Enable flag in the HMI. 
Changing the MP3 Controller values to the factory default will cause the PF/ZFT 
switching to work incorrectly. 
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WARNING 3 – If you have modified the configuration of the serial ports to be 
different from default values, more specifically, if you modified the port running this 
HMI, restoring all values to the default value may cut communication with this HMI 
when the MP3 Controllers powers up the next time. (The serial port configuration is 
only applied at power up.) 
 
If you wish to disable PF/ZFT switching and make sure all controller values are 
restored to factory default values. Disable PF-ZFT-Enable first, and then use this 
menu. 
Below are the remaining screens. 
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3.13 Main Menu >> Service-Analog Calibration Menu 
 

 
 
For electrical measurement, minimal zero and span adjustments are typically needed.  
 
Reducing any zero offset in the measurements is easy and can be done with all SCR 
voltage and current turned off. This is recommended. 
 
Because standard isolation voltage and current transformers are used to standardize 
the signals into the MP3 control circuit, measurement error and variation is 
minimized. Any remaining span error in the measurements may be adjusted, but 
requires precise meters and dummy loads to operate the unit during calibration. 
 
During span adjustment, we recommend that Open Loop Feedback be used to remove 
the closed loop regulation that can confuse the calibration process.  
 
The following screens are provided to assist with calibration. 
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3.13.1 Main Menu >> Service-Analog Calibration Menu >> General Analog 
Calibration Menu 

 
Calibration instructions under the general analog calibration menu are included on 
each screen.   
 

 
 

3.13.2 Main Menu >> Service-Analog Calibration Menu >> General Analog 
Calibration Menu >> Zero Calibration Vin, Vout, Iin, Iout 
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3.13.3 Main Menu >> Service-Analog Calibration Menu >> General Analog 

Calibration Menu >> Span Calibration Vin, Vout, Iin, Iout 
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3.13.4 Main Menu >> Service-Analog Calibration Menu >> General Analog 
Calibration Menu >> KWout Calibration 

 

 
 

3.13.5 Main Menu >> Service-Analog Calibration Menu >> General Analog 
Calibration Menu >> Analog Setpoint Calibration 
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3.13.6 Main Menu >> Service-Analog Calibration Menu >> General Analog 

Calibration Menu >> Analog Feedback Calibration 
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3.13.7  Main Menu >> Service-Analog Calibration Menu >> Factory Auto 
Calibration of Analog Setpoint 

 
 

 
 
Factory Auto Calibration uses the MP3’s 0-20[mA] transmitters to calibrate the 
Analog Setpoint input.  The device, when configured as described above, will 
undergo an automated 24 second procedure that will calibrate both the zero and span 
of the analog to digital converter that measures Analog Setpoint Input 
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3.13.8 Main Menu >> Service-Analog Calibration Menu >> General Analog 
Calibration Menu >> Factory Auto Calibration of Analog Feedback 

 
 

 
 
This should be ignored when not using Analog Feedback. 
 
This Factory Auto Calibration uses the MP3’s 0-20[mA] transmitters to calibrate the 
Analog Feedback input.  The device, when configured as described above, will 
undergo an automated 24 second procedure that will calibrate both the zero and span 
of the analog to digital converter that measures Analog Setpoint Input. 
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3.13.9  Main Menu >> Service-Analog Calibration Menu >> Test RS-232 Connection 
 
 

 
 
 

3.13.10 Main Menu >> Service-Analog Calibration Menu >> Factory Manual 
Transmitter Test 

 
The following screens can be used to test the 3 channels of 0-12/4-20[mA] output.  
Each of the % output buttons will adjust the active transmitter output as indicated by 
the button.  The tab in the lower right of the screen can be used to navigate from each 
of the transmitters to the next. 
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The following screen can be used to designate a parameter to be designated to each 
transmitter.  Vout RMS%, Iout RMS%, and KWout % are default designations for the 
transmitters.  Buttons are present to reset each transmitter back to the default. 
 

 
 


